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Executive Summary 

Support for independence 
Support for the Yes and No campaigns varies by the question asked: 

 51% say they will vote No and 38% say they will vote Yes if we use the exact referendum question and 47% No and 42% 
Yes if we use all who are leaning a particular way 

  We report 12% undecided if we ask the exact question for 18 September but really only five percent of our sample claim 
there’s an even chance of voting either Yes or No 

While women are less likely to say they are going to vote Yes this is because they are twice as likely (15%)  as men (8%) to 
say they are undecided. Women are not significantly more likely to say they are going to vote No. 

Men, those 25-44, those in semi-skilled or unskilled manual occupations or unemployed are more likely to vote Yes but the 
only demographic variable that continues to influence vote choice once we control for political attitudes is place of birth. 

Engagement with the referendum campaign 
Scottish residents are more interested in the referendum campaign than other levels of political debate and this is 
particularly true for young people. 

Potential voters are satisfied with the referendum process and feel they have high levels of knowledge, but they are not 
convinced that the campaigns have been entirely truthful and 70% believe neither campaign can accurately estimate the 
consequences of independence. 

One third of respondents sought a lot of information from newspapers and television with less seeking if from the 
campaigns and governments.  We see interesting variations by vote intention, gender and age for the sources of 
referendum information. 

Levels of knowledge about the Yes side’s vision of independence are low. Of our ten true/false statements about Yes 
proposals none was answered correctly by a majority, although knowledge about currency and the Head of State were 
highest.    70% don’t know whether the Yes side proposes to send MPs from an independent Scotland to sit at Westminster. 
Young people are least likely to answer knowledge questions correctly.  

Risk and Uncertainty 
General tolerance for risk correlates with Yes support but matters less than attitudes to specific ‘risks’ of independence such 
as the currency and EU membership. 

Majorities believe that after a Yes vote there would be continued ties with the UK but there are clear differences between 
Yes and No voters. 70% of Yes voters think an independent Scotland will use the pound sterling as currency while 15% of No 
voters believe this.  We see similar patterns on Europe. In the event of a No vote Yes voters are far more likely to expect 
cuts in spending and the UK to vote itself out of Europe. Other possible ‘risks’ offer less salient divisions between the two 
groups of supporters. 

The messenger of risk is as important as the message: If George Osborne identifies risks of independence, the message is 
perceived to be less credible than if a research think tank mentions the same risks. The same is not true for Alex Salmond. 

When faced with different scenarios, an independent Scotland that uses the pound and benefits voters by £500 each would 
get the greatest support for the Yes side (46%) 

In general, people are not taking steps to mitigate uncertainty by moving their pensions or bank deposits or looking to move 
from Scotland. However if we look at No voters who expect a Yes win, 40% say they intend to look into (or have already 
looked into) leaving Scotland and just under one third intend to look into moving their bank deposits. 

Attitudes to risk influence support for independence.  If a voter believes that the UK government will cut Scottish spending, 
that an independent Scotland could use the pound sterling, join the EU under favourable conditions and feels certain about 
the consequences of independence, he or she is more likely to vote Yes. Together these are far more important than 
national identity. In general, demographics (age, gender, education, class) matter far less than attitudes to particular risks 
and uncertainty. The other salient feature is leadership. If you like Alex Salmond you’re more likely to vote Yes. 
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I. Introduction 

On 18 September Scottish residents will have the opportunity to vote in a referendum on 
independence.  There have been numerous surveys tracking voter attitudes to independence and the 
website What Scotland Thinks provides a useful resource on general trends.  We know, for example, 
that while different polling firms tend to find varying levels of support for independence there is little 
movement within those firms.  Likewise we know something about the type of voters who support 
independence. According to some polls, women and older voters are less supportive, with Scottish 
born and those with a strong Scottish national identity more supportive.  There are, however, still 
unanswered questions about the sources of support for different constitutional options.  Specifically: 

How do potential voters assess the quality of the campaign? Are they satisfied with the 
referendum process? 

How much knowledge do potential voters have about the Yes proposals? 

In behavioural economics we tend to talk about the fact that potential losses weight more heavily on 
the minds of voters than potential gains.  We might expect for some voters that losing something you 
have – in this case membership in the UK – will outweigh unknown or uncertain gains brought by 
independence.  Certainly both campaign sides have referred to the risks of various constitutional 
options.  Better Together have argued that independence would bring risks concerning currency, 
foreign policy or EU membership. Yes Scotland have argued that the constitutional status quo provides 
its own risks, notably reduced funding for public services, the risk of not being able to devise public 
policy solutions that reflect Scottish needs and wishes or leaving the EU following a UK-wide 
referendum.  Both options have also been framed as potential losses, whether as lost identity ties to 
Britain, the security of a larger state, lost autonomy or a lost opportunity to achieve full statehood.   

Our survey focuses on risk and its relationship to constitutional attitudes.  Specifically: 

How do levels of general tolerance for risk or attitudes to uncertainty influence constitutional 
preferences?  

Which risks do potential voters associate with independence or with Scotland remaining in the 
UK? 

Does the risk ‘messenger’ matter more than the risk ‘message’? Are certain messengers more 
credible than others? 

All things considered, how important are risk calculations as determinants of vote choice? 

Our survey, the Risk and Constitutional Attitudes survey, addresses each of these questions and the 
report that follows analyses our results for these themes.  Provisional findings (based on a sample of 
1000) were presented at the Political Studies Association Media Briefing in London and the European 
Political Science Association conference in Edinburgh, both in June 2014. In addition, academics 
associated with the Scottish Centre on Constitutional Change have had the opportunity to include 
questions on the survey.  One example of the output of such questions may be found in a recent blog 
by Craig McAngus on constitutional outcomes and attitudes to gender equality and childcare provision 
http://www.futureukandscotland.ac.uk/blog/what-constitutional-scenario-do-scots-think-best-gender-
equality-and-childcare-provision 

http://www.futureukandscotland.ac.uk/blog/what-constitutional-scenario-do-scots-think-best-gender-equality-and-childcare-provision
http://www.futureukandscotland.ac.uk/blog/what-constitutional-scenario-do-scots-think-best-gender-equality-and-childcare-provision
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The Public Opinion and Political Behaviour project also includes a survey of business elites, coordinated 
by Liam Delaney and David Bell, as well as lab experiments to test attitudes to risk and constitutional 
preferences. 

II. Methodology and Data 

The ‘Risk and Constitutional Attitudes’ study is an online two-wave panel survey financed by the 
‘Future of the UK and Scotland’ ESRC program.  It is the main survey of prospective voters coordinated 
by the Public Opinion and Political Behaviour section of the Scottish Centre on Constitutional Change.  
Over 2000 Scottish residents aged 16+ completed the survey 9-30 June 2014. Fieldwork was conducted 
by ICM.  A second wave survey will be conducted with the same respondents in late September after 
the referendum.    

The sample (N=2,063) has been drawn from the existing ICM internet panel to fill gender, age, region 
and working status quotas. As is consistent across social surveys, and particularly for internet surveys, 
the data have been weighted to correct for any possible bias in the sample.  Table 1 presents some 
demographic frequencies of our sample. As the contrast between weighted and un-weighted data 
show, young people and men have been up-weighted, along with respondents from the south of 
Scotland, Highlands and Islands.  Such a weighting scheme is consistent with the practices of other 
survey companies in the UK.   

Table 1.Sample demographics 

 Un-weighted Weighted 
Difference 

 N % N % 

Women 1,133 54.9 1,071 51.9 3.0 

Men 930 45.1 992 48.1 -3.0 

16-17 25 1.2 28 1.4 -0.2 

18-24 205 9.9 256 12.4 -2.5 

25-34 330 16.0 336 16.3 -0.3 

35-44 392 19.0 392 19.0 0.0 

45-54 353 17.1 340 16.5 0.6 

55-64 291 14.1 285 13.8 0.3 

65+ 467 22.6 425 20.6 2.0 

Central Scotland 355 17.2 291 14.1 3.1 

Glasgow 355 17.2 258 12.5 4.7 

Highlands & Islands 72 3.5 171 8.3 -4.8 

Lothians 322 15.6 280 13.6 2.0 

Mid Scotland & Fife 261 12.7 266 12.9 -0.2 

North East Scotland 303 14.7 272 13.2 1.5 

South of Scotland 136 6.6 264 12.8 -6.2 

West of Scotland 259 12.6 262 12.7 -0.1 

Completion times for the questionnaire averaged around 35 minutes.  Questions covered a wide range 
of demographic variables and political controls, constitutional preferences, political knowledge, 
expectations in the event of a Yes and a No vote, as well as measures of risk aversion and future 
orientation. Additionally, the survey included experiments to assess the impact of perceived ‘risks’ on 
referendum voting.   
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III. Support for Constitutional Outcomes 
 
Yes and No Support 
Our survey asks about referendum voting intention in two different ways. First, it asks respondents to 
place themselves on a scale measuring the probability that they will vote Yes or No. Later in the survey 
it also asks voters to respond to the exact question that will be printed on the referendum ballot paper.  
 
Figure 1 shows the distribution of probabilities for our first question on vote intention. The distribution 
shows a picture of an electorate that does not seem to have strong difficulties positioning itself. Only 5 
per cent of the respondents say there is an even chance of voting Yes or No in the referendum.  The 
remaining respondents have clear voting intentions: 35% say they will vote No and 28% say the same 
about voting Yes. In total, 47% are leaning towards voting against independence and 42% are leaning 
more in favour of independence. 

 

Figure 1. Probability of voting Yes and No 
 

  

 

When we ask our respondents ‘Should Scotland be an independent country’ – in other words when we 

ask the exact question that will face voters on 18 September – 38% say they will vote Yes, 51% say they 

will vote No, and 12% are still undecided.    

 

Figure 2. Should Scotland be an independent country? 
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These two methods demonstrate that the proportion of undecided future voters varies depending on 
the question asked. If we look at the twelve percent undecided in our sample and look back to our first 
question 50% either responded ‘don’t know’ or indicated there was an even chance of voting Yes or No 
in the referendum. 13% of the undecided voters actually placed themselves on the original scale as 
leaning towards voting No and 32% placed themselves on the original scale as leaning towards voting 
Yes.  

Likelihood of Voting 

We asked how certain respondents were that they would cast a ballot, and how certain they were in 
their vote choice.  In our survey 83% say they are very likely to vote and this rises to 92% when we 
include those who say they are fairly likely to vote.  If we look at this across the Yes and No sides we 
see little difference in likelihood of casting a ballot.  Almost ninety percent (89.4%) of Yes voters say 
that they are very likely to vote and this rises to 97.5% when we include those fairly likely to vote. For 
No voters, the figures are marginally lower, 88.3% and 95.2% respectively.  Among those as yet 
undecided on whether to vote Yes or No, 51% say they are very likely to vote and a further 20% are 
fairly likely to vote. 

In addition to asking about certainty of voting we asked about certainty of vote choice.  Here too we 
can see differences across Yes and No supporters.  No voters are significantly more certain in their vote 
choice with 67% saying they will absolutely not change their minds, compared to 60% of Yes voters. By 
contrast, almost 12% of Yes voters say they might change their minds and only 7% of No voters say the 
same.   

Figure 3. Voting Certainty by Voting Intention 
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IV. Explaining Support for Different Constitutional Outcomes 

Who supports different constitutional outcomes? The following section explores the types of potential 
voters who are likely to vote Yes and No.  A summary of findings is available in figure 3.   

With respect to different social demographic groups, the biggest gap in support is related to gender 
with men more willing to support independence than women. Specifically, 43 per cent of men support 
the Yes side whereas only 33 per cent of women do so. According to our data, most of the difference is 
related to non-response and to the fact that women are less likely to describe themselves as certain to 
vote or certain to back a particular constitutional option.  Fifteen percent of women are undecided, 
whereas the figure for men is only eight percent.  This helps to explain why we do not see a gender gap 
on the No side. Women are not significantly more likely to say they will vote No. They are more likely 
to say they don’t yet know how they are going to vote. Whether this gap exists once we take other 
factors like age, education or political views into account is addressed below. 

We see some variation in support across age groups but the differences are smaller than those 
reported for gender.  On the one hand, younger groups have higher proportions of ‘undecideds’ than 
older groups. On the other hand, the elderly and (to a lesser extent) the youngest respondents in our 
survey, tend to show less support for independence than the rest of the population.  

Place of birth is also related to vote choice. Those respondents who were born in Scotland are the most 
willing to support independence but even among this group No supporters outnumber Yes supporters.  
Those born in the rest of the UK are, as a group, most opposed to independence, even more so than 
those born outside the UK. Specifically, more than two thirds of those born in England, Wales or 
Northern Ireland intend to vote No.    

Regarding social stratification we show support for the Yes and the No sides broken down by three 
different indicators: education, income, and social class. All three measures show a similar picture: the 
higher the position on the social scale, the lower the support for independence. According to our data, 
the greatest differences emerge in relation to income. Whereas the lowest income quartile supports 
independence by 46 per cent, those with highest income only support independence by 27 per cent. 
The highest income groups also show lower levels of indecision. Types of employment show a similar 
pattern: among groups A and B (those in professional and managerial jobs) the No side has a clear 
majority, and support for independence is only 30 per cent. However, on the other end of the scale, 
support for independence is 45 per cent among semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers and the 
unemployed (groups D and E). Differences according to education are more nuanced but still exist: 
support for independence is greater among those whose highest level of schooling is a secondary 
school certificate (41 per cent) than among those with a higher university degree (33 per cent).  
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Figure 4. Voting by Socio-demographics 
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V. Engagement with the Referendum 
 
 
One issue of interest is engagement with the referendum campaign and here we were interested in 
two topics: how people feel about the referendum process – whether they feel it is fair or unfair – and 
how much contact with the campaigns and political knowledge they’ve acquired throughout the 
process.  
 
Assessing the referendum process  
 
If the referendum result is close we know that it will be important for voters to believe the process has 
been conducted fairly.  We asked a range of questions about how the referendum had been conducted 
so far.  The results show a generally positive evaluation of the referendum process.  Majorities feel that 
the debate is giving ordinary people a say in Scotland’s future and that both sides have had a fair 
chance to present their views.  Almost forty percent agree that it is increasing their level of 
engagement with politics and less than a third think that the debate is too complicated to understand. 
In terms of the procedures of the referendum process, half of all respondents believe that it was right 
to extend the franchise to 16 and 17 year olds.  There are lower levels of support for the behaviour of 
the Electoral Commission but this is largely because half (49.9%) neither disagree nor agree that it has 
been regulating the referendum well, which suggests that visibility of the Electoral Commission is fairly 
low. 
 

Table 2. Assessments on the Referendum Campaign 

 Total agree 
% 

The independence debate is giving ordinary people a say in 

Scotland’s future 

63 

For the first time in a long time I’m paying attention to politics 

because of the referendum campaign 

39 

The independence debate is so complicated, a person like me 

can’t make much sense of it 

27 

Extending the right to vote to 16 and 17 year olds is giving 

young people an important opportunity to vote in the 

referendum 

49 

Both sides of the referendum debate have had a fair chance to 

represent their point of view 

54 

The referendum campaign has been well regulated by the 

independent Electoral Commission 

26 

The independence debate is giving ordinary people a say in 

Scotland’s future 

63 
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By these measures at least, the referendum has provided an opportunity for engagement and learning 
about the issues and the perception is that the process has been fair.  But does this mean that people 
feel they have all the information they need to make a clear decision?  Not necessarily.  Clear 
majorities believe there are gaps in the campaign, partly because they think the two sides have been 
partial with the truth, and partly because they think the Yes and No campaigns can’t actually predict 
what the consequences of independence might be.  On the specific issue of Europe, almost 60% believe 
that no one really knows whether Scotland could join the EU. 
 

Table 3. Assessments on the Referendum Campaign by Voting 

Intention 

 Total 
agree 

% 

Yes 
% 

No 
% 

I’m not convinced either campaign side has been telling 

the whole truth about the consequences of 

independence 

60 48 67 

I’m not sure either campaign can accurately estimate the 

true consequences of independence 

70 59 77 

I don’t think anyone knows whether an independent 

Scotland could become part of the European 

Union 

56 35 70 

 
 
We see striking differences in the views of Yes and No supporters on these issues, with No voters far 
more pessimistic about both campaigns.  Two thirds of No voters believe both campaigns have been 
partial with the truth whereas less than half of all Yes voters believe the same.  The gap is even larger 
on the specific issue of Europe, with just over one third of Yes supporters doubting whether anyone 
knows about Scotland’s membership in the EU. This is half the number of No voters who believe the 
same.  Although the gap is smaller, clear majorities of both the Yes and No supporters believe the 
consequences of independence are largely unknowable. 
 
Engagement with Referendum Issues 
 
Another issue of interest is the level of engagement with referendum issues.  One key measure of 
whether people are engaging with the referendum campaign is whether there is any capacity for (or 
interest in) learning about the main issues.  We know that levels of interest are high.  Eighty percent 
said they were very or fairly interested in the referendum campaign. We asked about a range of 
political topics and interest in the referendum outstrips interest in Scottish (67%) and UK politics (58%) 
as well as ‘politics in general’ (68%). 
 
The referendum seems to be of particular interest to younger people with an additional 25 percentage 
points interested in the referendum compared to Scottish politics. This is twice the rate of increase for 
those over 25.    
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Figure 5. Interest in Politics by Age 

 

In short, people are interested in the referendum more than in other arenas of politics and this is 

particularly true for young people. 
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Table 4: Perceived Political Knowledge 
 

 A lot of 

knowledge 

(7-10) 

(4-6) 

Very little 

knowlege  

(0-3) 

Politics in general 44 37 19 

The issues raised in the referendum 56 30 14 

The consequences of Scottish independence 56 27 17 

The consequences of Scotland remaining within the UK 59 28 14 
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In addition to asking how much knowledge people felt they had we asked about where people acquire 
referendum information.  In general, respondents are more likely to get ‘a lot’ of information from the 
official campaigns, television and newspapers. Comparatively few are getting information from the UK 
government, radio or Electoral Commission and only eight percent say they are getting a lot of 
information from family and friends.  We asked also about an imaginary source of information to 
determine whether people felt encouraged to say ‘a lot of information’ for each source listed.  No 
respondents indicated that they received ‘a lot of information’ from the Commission of Fairness in 
Referendum Campaigns.  
 
When we look to see whether there are variations in sources of information across gender, age, 
education or voting intention interesting patterns emerge.  Different groups appear either more likely 
to get information from informal sources - such as family and friends - or from official sources  - such as 
the two governments and campaigns. Women, for example, are more likely to seek information from 
family and friends, and less likely to seek it from official campaigns, governments or media. Those with 
university degrees, by contrast, are more likely to acquire information from the governments and 
campaigns, newspapers and other media outlets. If we look at variations across age groups, however, 
we see a deviation from this general trend. The youngest voters in the electorate, aged 16-24 are not 
only more likely to get information from family and friends but they are also more likely to seek out 
information from the UK government and Better Together. They are, however, less likely to k out 
information from the Scottish government and Yes campaign.  They are also the most likely to say they 
sought information from our imaginary Commission for Fairness in Referendum Campaigns. 
 
Likewise, we see different patterns across those likely to vote Yes or No. Yes voters are, perhaps not 
surprisingly, most likely to get information from the Yes campaign. Almost one half reported getting ‘a 
lot’ of information from them.  The No campaign, by contrast, is less likely to have No supporters using 
it as a source of information.   No voters are the least likely to seek information from family and 
friends, the Scottish Government, Yes campaign, and Electoral Commission and record low scores for 
other information sources as well.  One might have assumed, given what we know of patterns of voter 
turnout in this country, that the youngest age group would be less likely to seek out ‘a lot’ of 
information from various sources but this is not the case. Those least likely to seek out information are, 
by many measures, prospective No voters.   
 
 

Table 5. Sources of Information (%) 

 A lot of 

info 
4 3 2 

A little 

info 
DK/NA 

Family and Friends 8 13 23 12 25 18 

Scottish Government 11 14 24 12 21 18 

UK Government 5 9 24 15 26 13 

Yes Scotland Campaign 15 15 22 12 18 11 

Better Together campaign 8 12 23 14 23 12 

Electoral Commission 1 2 15 5 23 34 

Com. for Fairness in Ref Campaigns 0 2 12 3 13 42 

Newspapers 18 15 21 10 11 13 
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Radio 4 6 18 8 13 25 

TV 16 16 25 10 11 12 

Web 11 8 18 6 10 23 

 
 

Table 6. Sources of Information by Socio-demographics and Voting  

 Gender  Voting  Education  Age 

 Women Men  No Yes  
No 

Degree 
Degree  16-24 +25 

Family and Friends 26 16  16 30  20 22  32 19 

Scottish Government 23 27  19 39  22 28  23 25 

UK Government 13 16  15 16  13 15  21 13 

Yes Scotland Campaign 29 32  23 48  26 35  29 31 

Better Together campaign 17 23  22 20  18 21  26 19 

Electoral Commission 3 3  2 3  3 3  7 2 

Com. Fairness in Ref. Campaigns 2 2  2 3  1 3  7 1 

Newspapers 27 39  34 36  29 39  24 35 

Radio 7 13  9 11  7 13  7 10 

TV 28 38  33 38  32 36  19 35 

Web 19 19  15 26  14 22  30 17 

 

A third measure of campaign engagement is knowledge of the issues. Again we are not interested in 
whether respondents are able to predict future events but whether they are aware of what has been 
said about particular issues. We asked whether individuals had read the White Paper. We then 
followed this up with ten true or false statements and asked individuals to tell us whether this was 
something that the Yes Scotland campaign was advocating or not.  On the one hand, the results are 
encouraging, in that the proportion of respondents answering the statements incorrectly is, for seven 
of the statements, less than one tenth. Only on whether there would be a post-independence UK-wide 
oil revenue sharing commission (false), whether the Yes side wanted monetary policy in an 
independent Scotland to be set by the Bank of England (true) or whether an independent Scotland 
would be protected by the UK army (false) did the proportion rise above ten percent (close to twenty 
percent on the issue of monetary policy).  If we look at the proportion getting the answers correct, 
however, for no single question in our survey did a majority of respondents answer correctly.  
Knowledge of the currency issue and Queen as head of state outstripped other issues and, in general, 
true statements were more likely to be answered correctly than false ones.  The most striking feature 
of the graph below is the proportion of respondents who indicated that they didn’t know whether the 
answer was true or false, hovering around 60 percent for almost all questions. Seventy percent of 
those we surveyed didn’t know whether, after a Yes vote, they would be able to vote in the 2015 UK 
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General Election. The same proportion didn’t know whether the Yes side was calling for an 
independent Scotland to send Scottish MPs to sit at Westminster. 
 

Figure 6. Knowledge of the Scottish Government White Paper 

 
 
 
 
 
Knowledge varies across age, education, gender and voting intention. Men, those with university 
degrees, those older than 25 and Yes voters are more likely to answer the statements correctly. In 
general, those who fared worst on the knowledge questions were those aged 16-24, followed closely, 
on most measures, by women and those without university degrees. On average, Yes voters were the 
most accurate.   
 
Again, if the referendum is to be seen as an opportunity for engagement with and deliberation on key 
issues related to different constitutional options the general message is that levels of perceived 
knowledge are high as are levels of efficacy and satisfaction with the campaign process.  There is, 
however, considerably uncertainty concerning the consequences of constitutional change, levels of 
actual knowledge are relatively low and particular groups are significantly less well informed than 
others.   
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Table 7. Knowledge of the Scotland White Paper by Socio-

demographics and Voting 

 Gender  Education  Voting  Age 

 Women Men  
No 

Degree 
Degree  No Yes  16-24 25+ 

UK pound sterling as currency - True 39 54  41 53  45 58  25 49 

Send MPs from Scotland to UK - False 19 42  26 37  29 39  15 32 

Queen as head of State- True 36 53  40 51  44 54  21 48 

UK-wide oil revenue commission- False 19 35  24 32  25 36  12 29 

To join NATO- True 22 41  27 38  29 42  17 33 

Voting age at 16- True 31 36  31 39  32 43  24 35 

To be protected by the UK Army- False 14 31  18 27  20 30  13 23 

From metric to imperial measures- False 29 47  34 45  37 49  19 41 

Monetary policy set by the BoE- True 14 27  18 23  20 26  11 22 

No vote in the 2015 Election- False 20 30  21 30  24 32  17 26 

Mean (0-10) 1.8 2.5  1.9 2.5  2.1 2.7  1.4 2.3 
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VI. Risk and Constitutional Attitudes 
The primary focus of our research is on risk and its relationship to constitutional attitudes both with 

respect to how general tolerance for risk influences preferences but also which specific risks people 

associate with independence or with Scotland remaining within the UK.   

General risk aversion 

We asked about general tolerance to risk, using a series of questions that include willingness to take 

risks in general and in other aspects of life such as financial decisions, when driving or making decisions 

about health.   

General risk tolerance index 
How willing are you to take risks in general? 
How willing are you to take risks in financial matters? 
How willing are you to take risks on the roads (when walking or 
cycling)? 
How willing are you to take risks in sports and leisure activities? 
How willing are you to take risks that may affect your health? 

The expectation in the academic literature is that those who are more tolerant to risks in general will 

also be more tolerant to change, including constitutional change. We can see how general tolerance to 

risk relates to constitutional preferences in the figure below.  The two sets of bars are for Yes and No 

voters. The blue No bars are higher at the lower end (less tolerant to risk) side of the graph whereas 

the orange Yes bars are higher at the right side of the graph, where voters are more tolerant to risk.  In 

general, there is a relationship between general attitudes to risk and constitutional preferences. 

Figure 7. Risk Tolerance by Voting Intention 
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Part of the campaign strategies of the Yes Scotland and Better Together have highlighted the various 

risks of Scotland staying within the UK or becoming independent. We wanted to know what individuals 

thought about some of these particular risks.   

Risks in the event of a Yes vote 

We asked about the consequences of Scottish independence and asked about a number of possible 

scenarios, some emphasizing continued links with the UK, others emphasizing greater distance.  What 

we see from the results below is that over half of all voters believe Scotland would arrange a defence 

cooperation with the UK and continue to contribute to the BBC. Just over one quarter believe there 

would be border controls between an independent Scotland and England. In general, then, there 

appears to be a consensus that an independent Scotland would enjoy a number of continued 

relationships with the UK. The figures were lower for keeping the pound and for whether Scotland 

would retain membership of the EU on the same terms as now. 

Table 8. ‘Risks’ of Independence 

 
Total 

likely 
Neither  

Total 

unlikely 

The UK government would allow Scotland to keep the 

pound 

38 14 47 

The UK government would move nuclear weapons out 

of Scotland 

57 18 25 

Scotland would be able to retain membership of the EU 

on the same terms as the UK 

32 19 49 

The UK government would continue to build Royal 

Navy ships in Scotland 

26 21 53 

There would be passport and border controls between 

Scotland and England 

27 18 55 

Scotland and the UK would arrange a defence 

cooperation 

51 28 21 

Scotland would continue to contribute to and access 

services of the BBC 

53 26 22 

 

Particularly noteworthy is the way risk perception divides Yes and No voters. With respect to the 

consequences of independence, Yes voters are more prone to believe that continued ties between 

Scotland and the UIK (and Europe) are likely. No voters, by contrast, are likely to expect greater 

divergence between Scotland and the rest of the UK.   
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Figure 8. Independence ‘Risks’ by Voting Intention 
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28% of No supporters believe the UK will leave the EU. This is the only other question for which a 

majority of only one group of supporters believe the consequences are likely.  On all other issues, there 

are gaps ranging from 16 percentage points to almost forty percentage points but there are minorities 

of each side who believe the situation is likely.  In general, then, it is different perceptions of a Yes vote, 

rather than different perceptions of the status quo that divide Yes and No supporters. 

Table 9. ‘Risks’ of Scotland remaining within the UK 

 
Total 

likely 
Neither 

Total 

unlikely 

A UK government would cut spending 

available for Scottish public 

services 

45 19 36 

UK foreign policy would make Scotland a 

target for terrorist attacks 
18 27 55 

The powers of the Scottish Parliament will 

be reduced 
25 21 54 

The Conservative Party will win a majority 

government in the 2015 UK 

General Election 

27 31 42 

The UK will vote itself out of the Europe in 

a membership referendum 
37 34 29 

 

Figure 9. Union ‘Risks’ by Voting Intention 
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When we look at how Yes and No voters respond to the perceived consequences of a Yes or No vote, 

we are interested for two reasons. First we want to know whether these two groups see different likely 

risks as a result of different constitutional settlements. We are equally interested to know whether 

some of these play a greater role in vote choice.  If we know that No voters expect not to be able to 

keep the pound, or expect not to get in to the EU under favourable terms, are some of these issues 

more important than others when we look at a number of different predictors of vote choice? The 

answers to this are in the final section below. 

In addition, we included a number of experiments in our survey, two of which we report here. 

Risk messages and risk messengers 

In campaigns that emphasise risk, how important is the messenger?  Does the credibility of a message 

about risk depend on the individual who is claiming that the risk exists?  Previous research on 

referendums elsewhere suggests that this is indeed the case and we have reason to believe that in an 

independence referendum where different levels of government are contributing, and where different 

political parties are offering nuanced interpretations of the same events or consequences, reactions to 

particular campaign spokespeople might well influence how receptive individuals are to claims about 

risk. To test this we randomly assigned individuals to one of three groups: 

1/3 received no message about risk 

1/3 received a message about risk associated with the Yes campaign and the No campaign, in which the 

author was a research institute or think tank 

1/3 received a message about risk associated with the Yes campaign and No campaign in which the 

author was a research institution or think tank AND a known proponent of either the Yes or No side, in 

our case, Alex Salmond and Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne. We chose these two because 

we could use specific risks that they had emphasised in the months before we collected our data. 

After each risk statement we asked respondents “How credible do you find this statement (0 to 10 

where 10 is very credible)”. We also asked whether the statement would influence one’s vote.  In 

general, participants were more likely to perceive the messages about risks of independence as 

credible than they were the messages about risks associated with the union. By contrast, the risks of 

the status quo – in this case about falling revenue -  were more likely to influence vote choice than 

were the risks of independence – in this case about pensions.  When we add the messengers, we see 

divergent results. Adding Alex Salmond makes a small but positive impact on the perceived credibility 

of the message and an equally small increase in its influence on vote choice.  The opposite is true for 

George Osborne.  If we add the Chancellor of the Exchequer as a messenger of risk we see a significant 

and negative drop in the perceived credibility of the message. Voters are significantly less likely to 

believe the Chancellor than they are a research institute. 
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Table 10. Risk Messages about independence 

 
Credibility 

(0-10) 
Impact on vote 
No (-5), Yes (+5) 

Recently the Institute for Fiscal Studies has announced 
that independence for Scotland would put 
pensions at risk 

5.81  
N=223 

-.69  

N=238 

Recently the Institute for Fiscal Studies and Chancellor 
of the Exchequer George Osborne have 
announced that independence for Scotland would 
put pensions at risk 

4.98  

N=217 

-.43  
N=236 

Difference 
.84 -.27 

 

Table 11. Risk Messages about Union 

 
Credibility 

(0-10) 
Impact on vote 
No (-5), Yes (+5) 

Recently the Office for Budget Responsibility has 
announced that if Scotland remained within the 
UK, the UK government would drastically reduce 
the amount of money Scotland has to pay for its 
services 

4.46  
N=217 

.25  
N=233 

Recently the Office for Budget Responsibility and 
Scottish First Minister Alex Salmond have 
announced that if Scotland remained within the 
UK, the UK government would drastically reduce 
the amount of money Scotland has to pay for its 
public services 

4.56  
N=221 

.42  
N=233 

Difference 
-.11 -.17 

 

Voting Yes and No under different scenarios  

A second experiment divided respondents into various groups so that they received no more than one 

statement about a possible scenarios for an independent Scotland. We then asked whether they would 

be likely or unlikely to vote Yes in that scenario. This allows us conduct head to head comparisons to 

see which issues drive voters towards or away from backing independence.   

Across the different treatments, support for independence is highest when an independent Scotland 

uses the British pound as currency, has separate tax raising powers and it benefits voters personally by 

£500. Support is lowest when voters believe keeping the sterling is not an option. The gap in treatment 

is largest when we refer only to the currency. If we talk about the economic benefits to individuals the 

currency effect decreases slightly. 
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Table 12. The Impact of Currency and the Economy on Voting  

(row percentages) 

 Yes No 
Undecided/

DK 

Scotland remains part of the EU and uses the British pound as 

currency.  It separates constitutionally from the UK becoming 

an independent country with separate tax raising powers 

39 47 14 

Scotland remains part of the EU but no longer uses the British pound 

as currency. It separates constitutionally from the UK 

becoming an independent country with its own currency and 

separate tax raising powers 

25 59 17 

Scotland remains part of the EU and uses the British pound as 

currency. It separates constitutionally from the UK becoming 

an independent country with separate tax raising powers. If 

this were to cost you personally £500 per year how would 

you vote? 

35 52 14 

Scotland remains part of the EU but no longer uses the British pound 

as currency. It separates constitutionally from the UK 

becoming an independent country with its own currency and 

separate tax raising powers. If this were to cost you 

personally £500 per year how would you vote? 

31 54 15 

Scotland remains part of the EU and uses the British pound as 

currency. It separates constitutionally from the UK becoming 

an independent country with separate tax raising powers. If 

this were to benefit you personally £500 per year how would 

you vote? 

46 40 14 

Scotland remains part of the EU but no longer uses the British pound 

as currency. It separates constitutionally from the UK 

becoming an independent country with its own currency and 

separate tax raising powers. If this were to benefit you 

personally £500 per year how would you vote? 

34 50 16 
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Behaviours to mitigate risk and uncertainty 

Last, we sought to determine whether individuals were doing anything to mitigate the consequences of 

constitutional uncertainty.  We asked people whether in the last twelve months they had changed their 

behaviour.  Possibilities included making decisions about drawing on savings, moving bank deposits, 

failing to make investments, moving pension funds, seeking different employment or preparing to 

move from Scotland.  We asked whether people had done this, looked into it or intended to look into 

it. By and large, voters are not changing their behaviour in the lead up the referendum with respects to 

their finances or employment.  For any of the issues we mentioned, fewer than five percent in each 

case had done this and the figures are typically much lower than this. If we employ a much looser 

definition of action and include ‘I intend to look into this’ the figures are much higher.  Over ten 

percent intend to look into moving their bank deposits or moving from Scotland.  

Table 13. Mitigating Risks of Uncertainty (row percentages) 

 I 

have 

done 

this 

I have 

looked 

into 

this 

I intend 

to look 

into 

this 

I do not 

intend to 

look into 

this 

Moved pension outside Scotland 2 4 12 82 

Moved bank deposits outside Scotland 2 5 14 79 

Sought employment outside Scotland 1 6 10 84 

Sought different employment within Scotland 2 5 8 85 

Not made investment in stocks and shares 5 4 6 85 

Not made an investment in a business 

opportunity 
5 3 6 86 

Not drawn on savings 4 5 7 84 

 

Presumably, though, those intending to vote Yes are less likely to prepare to move from Scotland at a 

time when independence is a possible constitutional outcome.  This is even less likely if such 

supporters believe that the Yes side will be successful.  Presumably No voters who are convinced that 

the No side will win the referendum are also less likely to ‘mitigate’ any possible risks of a Yes vote.  In 

our survey we asked respondents about the level of support the Yes side might win in the referendum.  

We can look at the outcomes people expect from the referendum and which side they support. This 

allows us to isolate No voters expecting a Yes win, and Yes voters expecting a No win to see if these 

two groups are doing anything to mitigate the consequences of an undesirable referendum result. 
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Table 14. Mitigating Risks of Uncertainty by Voting Category (row 

percentages)  

 No voters expecting Yes 

win (n=96) 

 Yes voters expecting No 

win (n=171) 

 I have 

done/looked 

into/intend to 

look into this 

I do not 

intend to 

look into 

this 

 I have 

done/looked 

into/intend to 

look into this 

I do not 

intend to 

look into 

this 

Moved pension outside Scotland 19 81  6 94 

Moved bank deposits outside Scotland 29 71  5 95 

Sought employment outside Scotland 29 72  9 91 

Sought different employment within Scotland 11 89  16 85 

Not made investment in stocks and shares 19 81  8 92 

Not made an investment in a business 

opportunity 
18 82 

 
7 93 

Not drawn on savings 19 81  11 89 

Prepared to move from Scotland 43 57  10 90 

 

Here we find stark differences between the two categories of interest: No voters expecting a Yes win 

and Yes voters expecting a No win.  The latter category, in other words those who expect no change 

despite the fact that they want it, are far less likely to have changed their behaviour with respect to 

finances or employment.  The figures are largely in the single digits for any behaviour and this is only 

after we add together people who have done, intend to do or intend to look into doing something. No 

voters expecting a Yes win, by contrast, appear to have engaged in a range of risk mitigating 

behaviours, the most popular of which was preparing to move from Scotland, seeking employment 

outside Scotland or moving bank deposits.  Even for these behaviours, however, the figures for those 

who have done this or looked into it are far smaller (7.4% for moving bank deposits, 8.0% for moving 

from Scotland and 9.1% for seeking a job outside Scotland).  These are not, however, trivial figures for 

they do suggest that in the event of a Yes vote one tenth of those likely to back the losing option has 

already looked into leaving Scotland.  
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VII Modelling support for a Yes vote 

Many of the relationships we have described above are bivariate. In other words we are looking at the 

relationship between one variable (for example gender) and another (for example referendum voting 

intention).  What is the individual effect of each of these on voter preferences? Does gender matter 

more than general attitudes to risk? Does knowledge of the political issues matter more than age?  

When we take all the previous variables into account, which ones are better able to predict voter 

support?  We ran a number of different estimations of voting preferences, starting with simple models 

that look only at demographics (age, gender, education and social class) and then gradually added in 

general risk preferences, national identity and attitudes to particular risks.  When we look at the basic 

model, men, younger voters (in this case those under 65), manual workers and unemployed people are 

more likely to vote Yes but none of these matters once we control for other types of variables.  Once 

we add in general risk attitudes the gender gap disappears and once we add in attitudes to referendum 

issues age ceases to be significant.  National identity matters, with those who describe themselves as 

Scottish not British more likely to vote Yes than those who include Britishness in their national identity.  

General attitudes to risk matter, but once we include variables about specific risks (in this case the 

currency, EU membership or possible spending cuts from a UK government) the general influence of 

risk disappears.  This suggests that specific attitudes to campaign issues trump pre-existing risk 

tolerance. Earlier we stated that referendum engagement could be measured by levels of interest, 

assessment of the campaigns, perceived and actual knowledge.  We can also see whether people are 

engaged with referendum issues if such issues are driving their vote choice. The fact that general risk 

matters, but only until we look at attitudes to specific ‘risks’ of the union or independence, suggests 

that the referendum has offered an opportunity for deliberation on the consequences of different 

constitutional options. 

When we seek to explain voting in elections we can refer to a funnel of causality, which seeks 

to take into account different influences on vote choice.  Demographic characteristics matter 

but their effects are mediated by how people feel about political parties or the state and these 

in turn are the pre-existing variables at the start of any election campaign. Then, during the 

campaign, voters may be influenced by other shorter term factors such as the current 

popularity of the government, the performance of the economy, or key election issues.  Here, 

our evidence suggests that referendum vote choices may be structured by the same sorts of 

variables and to the same degree.  In the end, once we’ve controlled for all sorts of different 

variables it does matter whether you prioritise your Scottish national identity.  More 

important, however, are the issues themselves, and, as we have shown, these issues tend to 

coalesce around attitudes to risk and uncertainty. If you think an independent Scotland will 

use the pound sterling as currency, if you think that it will gain entry to the EU, and if you 

expect the UK government to reduce spending for the Scottish Parliament, you are more likely 

to vote Yes. Other issues matter, including assessments of Alex Salmond and the perceived 

importance of tax powers for the Scottish Parliament. The most influential variable in our 

model, however, is certainty. If you are certain of the consequences of independence you are 

more likely to vote Yes.  Such results suggest that the referendum will be won or lost on the 

extent to which the two sides can reduce perceptions of uncertainty and convince opponents 

that particular anticipated risks are unlikely to occur.  Our findings also suggest that this is a 

referendum of minds less than hearts in which nationalism matters, but matters less than it 
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might have done. Losses do appear to be weighing more heavily than potential gains, and the 

three in particular are currency, EU membership and revenue from the UK government. 

 

Figure 10. Modelling Support for Independence 

 

Results are logit coefficients. Numbers above 0 imply greater likelihood of voting Yes.  Yellow bars mark statistically significant 

effects at 95% confidence 
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